
Robert Smith 
Lead Animator

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To obtain a part-time Lead Animator position with an emphasis on Sales 
Support/Office Management utilizing extensive experience and skills. 
Productive in contributing effectively towards the objectives of a team, and 
is able to share knowledge, ideas, and information.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Animator
ABC Corporation -   October 2011 – January 2013 

Responsibilities:

 Taken ownership of all animation and set a high quality bar for the 
animation department.

 Collaborated effectively across all disciplines of the team to deliver 
visually impressive and fun gameplay.

 Led, managed, mentored, coached, and inspired a team of animators.
 Created world-class first-person animation for weapons, gadgets, and 

player world interactions.
 Created third-person animations using motion-capture data.
 Worked with designers and engineers to develop gameplay animation 

and mechanics.
 Communicated and collaborated effectively with the development team

using strong interpersonal skills.

Lead Animator
Delta Corporation -   2008 – 2011 

Responsibilities:

 Create compelling character animation and cinematics, directing a team
of animators to produce appropriate content for LEGO Universe MMO 
utilizing .

 Develop Pipeline for mobile game development.
 Drews Dancing Drum 2-D Animation Short for PBS - Currently in 

progress Spoof s Epic Adventure - Game release Nov.
 Consistently met and bet deadlines Spoof 3-D Animated Short - Won 

several lm festivals - Consistently met and beat deadlines.
 Include client interaction and satisfaction, maintaining efficient time 

and division of labor delegation for a team of animators, maintaining .
 Duties include conception, research, creation, storyboarding, animation,

and compositing of photo realistic and stylistic 3d court animations, 2d 
and .

 Accident reconstruction based of scene photos, black box data, and 
witness testimonies.

Education

Bachelor's In Animation
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Team Work, MS Office.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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